
* Take road              to                         and Trip meter * Follow                through Söderköping towards Norrköping Trip meter
(km) (km)

* If your car is equipped with a tripmeter, reset it when the  * If your car is equipped with a trip meter, reset it on the bridge  
  motorway narrows to an ordinary two-lane road 0,0   over Göta kanal ( Gota canal ) 0,0

* Turn left to    STYRSTAD  C TÅBY Tingstad church 4,5 * Turn right to

* Keep thereafter immediately  right and follow the road going * Turn right again to 0,5
  close to the church.

* When you come to                    follow the sign to 5,1
* When you come to                 follow the sign to 9,0

* Follow the sign to  7,3
* Follow the sign to  11,2

* Do not follow any of the signs                       or       
* Do not follow any of the signs                      or       

  Go straight ahead to 10,1
  Go straight ahead to 14,2

* Follow sign 11,0
* Follow sign 14,8

* Follow yellow signs 12,5
* Follow yellow signs 15,7

* Keep thereafter left in the first road-fork 13,4
* Keep thereafter left in the first road-fork 17,5

* Keep thereafter right in all road-forks
* Keep thereafter right in all road-forks

* You will pass a red barn DALBY with a traffic-mirror outside.
* You will pass a red barn DALBY with a traffic-mirror outside.   Keep going ahead through the forest. 14,3
  Keep going ahead through the forest. 18,4

* Now you are coming out in an open landscape and you can see
* Now you are coming out in an open landscape and you can see  a red barn and Ljusköns yellow farm-house on a hill at the seaside. 15,9
 a red barn and Ljusköns yellow farm-house on a hill at the seaside. 20,0

With our best regards and a warm welcome:
Birgitta Lindberg &  Joakim Ljungqvist

GPS  Juskön 4   61030 Vikbolandet Sverige
If you yet get lost somewhere can you call us  

for assistance on telephone no: 0046 ( 0 )125 - 41018.
Mobil Joakim 0046 - 0735 24 11 39
Mobil Birgitta 0046 - 0735 42 10 18
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